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Light warrior angel

*Are you experiencing a massive shift within your environment?*Maybe you've always felt strange but couldn't understand why?*Do you notice details others don't notice? I will break several categories in the 5-10 bulletins to help people encourage connection and understanding. STARSEED INDIGO:*Lower body temperature.*Older soul over your
age.*Longing to return home, stargazing. (Feeling like you're not from this planet).*Enjoy people watching, watching.*Feel resilient to cultural, political, sociallyprogramming on earth. (This makes you feel like you don't belong anywhere).*Intuition is sharp. Build in BS detectors and can identify when someone presents false or dishonest information to them.
*True (sometimes even BLUNT).*Great ability to love, and can feel deeply wounded when they are not reciprocated.*Extremely sensitive and connected to the spirit of the earth. Feel extremely affected when creation is ignored and mistreated.*Some have 'psychic' abilities.*They have intense knowledge of subjects they have never studied or have been
influenced by.*Ps. There is some controversy about Indigo's being of the soul that has never been embodied before. During an angel certification workshop with Charles Virtue, I asked if it was true. The answer was: No, some might be new souls, but others have been embodied before. ----------------------LIGHT WORKER:*Care Takers of the Earth.*Those
who soothe the soul, inspire the masses, heal the mind and body.*Light workers feel the need to seek out themselves/or encourage their children to explore religions such as: Buddhism, Hinduism and Eastern concepts.*They are concerned about people living in third world countries. Actively promoted voluntary groups to help oppressed people.*Light
workers do their function both in public and privately.*These are those beautiful souls that are sought after when there is another in need.*Their methods are mostly gentle, nurturing, stimulating and empowering or enabling nature. *Light worker sees beauty in everything, all the time.-------------------LIGHTWARRIOR:*Those who do familiar both sides of any
question or topic.*Those who fight for light &amp; truth, whether on earth or astral areas.*Lightwarriors can and often do those things that light workers do, but most often in one on one environment.*Lightwarriors tend to be intense, they often seem to have no love and compassion, and speak from a point of view of obvious sincerity, no matter how blunt and
controversial.*Lightwarriors are blunt and sincere in nature, but offer encouragement and support where necessary.*Their approach can range from tender and nurturing, to more intense and empowering 'tough love'.*Lightwarrior is silent, observing the flow of things around him until it is necessary to speak out. Lightwarrior needs a lightworker to see beauty
in everything, soften and relax, and let the love in them come to the surface. Light worker needs lightwarrior to bring in the fight against these may block or hinder their growth or path. Therefore, light workers and light workers are a balancing factor for each other - they need each other.***Sometimes there are those perfectly balanced light workers who are
the perfect balance between light workers and light workers, carrying within the traits of both. These are rare and can serve as examples for light workers and light-war workers. These beautiful souls are a balance in their purest form, representing the goal that everyone should strive for. INCARNATE EARTH ANGELS:*They can also see the best in everyone,
and can sometimes remain in abusive relationships because of their tolerance and nurturing 'personality'.*Angels incarnate often have compulsive eating, or other addictions. (especially true if they are not spiritually connected).*Angels embodied are generous people, who sometimes take very hard.*Embodied angels (as well as Starseeds) are very intuitive
but often doubt and do not trust their intuition because they are 'programmed' to adapt to earthly/earthly life.*Natural healers and helpers. *Strangers pour out their hearts, and often say: I don't know why I'm telling you this, I just feel comfortable with you -that I can trust you.*Having a cute child like face and mannerisms.*They're often very much give and
nurture.---------- These are some of the few descriptions that could help you understand things you may have experienced all your life and didn't realize they were more than just you. What I mean by this, I can only speak from my experiences. At some point in my life I became aware that I had more than 80% of the above experiences, but I always neglect
them as JUST MY PERSONALITY TRAITS. It's just that I'm different. I wasn't aware that there were other people around the world who were also experiencing this connection. I didn't understand why I was at peace when I looked at the stars, and yet I felt an intense melancholy feeling. I didn't know how to describe to people the knowledge I had out of
nowhere, without influence and study, I just knew things. It was hard for me to understand why people behaved that way, and I felt their pain within my own system. It caused me to want to stay within my own world where I was at peace and didn't have to deal with feelings that I didn't understand their origins. (For a while, even I questioned the weather I was
depressed by such a high and bad mood that would come and go without explanation). Even as a child, I didn't question ET's (I simply knew it was arrogant for humans to think that they were the only intelligence in this universe). I've dealt with 'paranormal' episodes of unseal, and I didn't understand why I did. In my case, I know my soul has had many lives in
different dimensions. Not to mention many reincarnations as a growth process. Yes, what I'm saying is that my soul began its journey of reincarnation for different purposes, and at some point chose return to this present to help others, teach, and live the human experience. This is why I find an almost perfect match with the above descriptions mention only a
few. (Other incarnation tags are Elementals, Walk-ins, Wise One, Evolving souls, Dabbler, etc.). I know that my soul is a highly developed soul who has decided to embody himself in this present to help those who need me. (It doesn't come from arrogance at all. I'm no better than anyone else, and we all have different purposes. It's time to help others, or just
balance and learn). I simply speak from the purest light in my body that has in many ways shown me who I am now and why. You see, in my case, I didn't have a sudden awakening. Where everything changed and information poured in in the earthquake of my world. This kind of awakening makes me think about the 'ambulance' you go to because of
massive life-changing symptoms. In my case, I feel like I've always been awake (open and connected) I just didn't realize I was awake. (lol) What I'm saying is that I was aware of many things, but I wasn't aware that all these experiences and knowledge fit into the puzzle, and the only missing part was my emotional balance. In my case, after 26 years of not
expressing and blocking emotions, I was blindsided/plugged into a rubber band a mess of emotions. When this last piece was placed, I could see the whole picture. That's why I enjoy helping others through my holistic angel therapy. I know from experience an amazing difference that can make you get in balance and have all your puzzle pieces together
(smiles). I no longer have the impatience to return home. I know that when my soul finishes its purpose, then I will return to be part of the universe again. Until then, I'm here to teach and learn, to make a difference. I hope this has helped you learn more about yourself, or maybe someone in your family. Feel free to leave me a comment with your own
experiences or questions that I will be glad to meet you and help you.*smiles ~ Hugs ~ Bless ~ Sandy Fabiola* JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Sharing Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. You are currently using an older
browser and your experience may not be optimal. Consider upgrading. learn more. Keeper Angel Yelahiah – also known as the warrior of light. First of all, his name means Eternal God. And in Judaism, Keeper Angel Yelahiah is one of Malahima. Therefore, his ruler is michael the archangel. But in Christianity, Yelahiah is a force. So his ruler is archangel
Raphael. Keeper Angel Yelahiah is a divine warrior. He's not only a warrior of light, he's a Karmic warrior. Therefore, it belongs to God's Heavenly Army of Angels. Yelahiah is one of the best spiritual guides. Because it guides you through situations that have resulted in own actions and behaviours. Also, this heavenly warrior made sure you respected Divine
Justice. Yelahiah leads your life and projects to victory. And he brings peace to your life. He also helps you make peace around you. This beautiful angel helps you with your karma. So you will erase any karmic debt only by responsible acts. Yelahiah brings loyalty, courage and courage. And it inspires you to obey every divine law and everything right. Guard
Angel Yelahiah and his influence on you Dani between October 29th and 29th. Therefore, if you were born in this period, then your divine protector is an angel warrior of light. So you love travel and travel. You are also very brave, brave, intelligent and full of talent. But you really like tradition. And you're continuously trying to keep everything beautiful.
Anything that warms your soul. You divine protector, Yelahiah, offer you a sense of security. You like to explore the historical scriptures. And you enrich your intelligence and wisdom with every book you read. And with every trip you make. You know the importance of hard work. Therefore, you will find it difficult to achieve your goals. Also, your profits are
manageable. So you'll never have a money problem. Your life's purpose is to improve the global intellect of society. So you will become an inspiration for others. And they will admire you and respect you for your wisdom. Wisdom.
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